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Enterprise and Learning Committee  
  

DRAFT REPORT 
 

Implementation of the Teacher Workload Agreement 
 
Background 
 
1. The national agreement on Raising standards and tackling workload 

was signed by government, employers and school workforce unions on 
15 January 2003. The agreement acknowledged the pressure on 
schools to raise standards and tackle unacceptable levels of workload 
for teachers and introduced a series of changes to teachers' conditions 
of service to be introduced in three annual phases from September 
2003.  The agreement arose out of social partnership and the 
Workforce Agreement Monitoring Group (WAMG) which is made up of 
representatives of the signatories, has also overseen its 
implementation and provided guidance and support to schools and 
local authorities. The Welsh Assembly Government is part of the 
WAMG. The WAMG is mirrored at a local level by local social 
partnerships whose membership is drawn from local authorities and 
local representatives of school workforce unions. 

 
Introduction 
 
2. Our inquiry comprised three formal hearings. At our meeting on            

1 October 2008, we scrutinised witnesses representing the following 
teaching unions: the National Association of Head Teachers Cymru 
(NAHT Cymru); the Association of School and College Leaders Cymru 
(ASCL Cymru); the National Union of Teachers (NUT) Cymru; 
NASUWT; Undeb Cenedlaethol Athrawon Cymru (UCAC); and ATL 
Cymru. We also scrutinised Jane Hutt AM, the Minister for Children, 
Education, Lifelong Learning and Skills, and her officials. On              
19 November, we heard from Karl Napieralla and Andrew Thomas, 
representing the Welsh Local Government Association and the 
Association of Directors of Education Wales. HM Chief Inspector of 
Education and Training (Estyn) also provided written evidence for that 
meeting. We also deemed it important to hear from school governors 
and unions representing non-teaching staff affected by the agreement, 
therefore on 15 January 2008 we scrutinised representatives of 
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Governors Wales, and Paul Elliott representing UNISON. The GMB 
provided written evidence for that meeting. UNITE did not provide 
written or oral evidence.    

 
3. The witnesses provided written memoranda, the links to which are 

attached at Annex 1. The transcripts of oral evidence are at Annex 2. 
The Minister undertook to provide additional evidence, which is 
reproduced in full at Annex 3. 

 
4. The report which follows summarises the evidence examined and 

makes recommendations, where appropriate. A summary of the 
recommendations is on p.9. 

 
The Impact of the Agreement 
 
5. Many agreed that there had been an improvement in the focus of the 

work of classroom teachers, though this did not necessarily mean an 
improvement in hours worked. The agreement allows them to 
concentrate on teaching and learning rather than administrative or 
other duties such as invigilating examinations.  

 
6. We were concerned that there appeared to be little or no evidence that 

the implementation of the teacher workload agreement was having a 
positive impact on raising standards. Many schools had informed Estyn 
that they believed that it would be difficult to establish a causal link 
between remodelling and raising standards of pupil achievement. We 
recommend that the Welsh Assembly Government commissions 
independent research and surveys schools to strengthen the 
evidence base on the impact of the implementation of the teacher 
workload agreement on raising standards of pupil achievement. 

 
7. In a written memorandum provided by HM Chief Inspector of Education 

and Training, it was stated that ‘overall the Workload agreement is 
having a very positive effect in schools’. He went on to note the 
following on the extent of remodelling in respect of statutory powers: 

 
a) All secondary schools have removed the requirement for teachers to 

routinely undertake administrative and clerical tasks.  Only a small 
number of primary and special schools report that they have not, as 
yet, fully implemented this aspect of the agreement; 

b) Almost all schools have fully reduced the burden of providing cover for 
absent colleagues to recommended levels;  

c) All teachers receive at least 10% PPA time and, as a result, they have 
more time available in which to undertake planning, preparation and 
assessment activities; and 

d) All secondary schools report that they have removed the requirement 
for teachers to invigilate examinations. 

 
8. We examined the implementation of the agreement in the context of 

current developments in educational policy in Wales. ASCL observed 
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in both written and oral evidence that the introduction of14-19 learning 
pathways would be impeded by the implications it would have for the 
workload agreement. At a time of unprecedented change in our 
schools and other educational institutions - 14-19 learning pathways, 
transition planning, the foundation phase, new pay and conditions, a 
revised national curriculum - it is imperative that the Welsh Assembly 
Government maintains an effective strategic overview of developments 
and their impacts on the implementation of the teacher workload 
agreement. It appeared that practical outcomes of these initiatives such 
as travel time between institutions, the timing of collaboration and 
planning meetings, had not been fully considered. In due course, we 
will carry out an implementation inquiry on these major educational 
initiatives to ascertain their impact. We recommend that the Welsh 
Assembly Government undertakes a holistic impact assessment 
of its current policy initiatives to assist it to maintain a strategic 
overview and to evaluate the need for further financial or other 
intervention to support staff. 

 
Funding the agreement 
 
9. We note that the Minister made £70 million available as part of the 

annual revenue support grant to implement the agreement. However, 
with the passing of time – six years after the agreement was signed in 
January 2003 - ADEW noted that there was increasing pressure to 
include the funding in the general teachers’ line. 

 
10. A number of the teaching unions were concerned that funding did not 

cover all aspects of implementation. They remained concerned that the 
costs of the full implementation of the ‘rarely cover’ commitment in 
September this year (see below), would entail difficult budget decisions 
for governing bodies, should additional funding not be forthcoming. 

 
Implementation of PPA and the problem of effective and adequate cover 
 
11. There was general agreement that reducing the cover burden was 

proving to be the most difficult aspect of implementing the agreement. 
The School Teachers’ Review Board (STRB) Teachers Workload Diary 
Survey 2008 shows that for the last academic year, teachers undertook 
some 20 hours cover. This figure had increased from 19 hours in 2005-
06 and had remained at higher levels since then. As stated above, final 
implementation of the cover obligation should be executed in 
September. Concerns were raised with us that at this stage no extra 
funding had been identified.   

 
12. It is a matter for schools to decide whether they employ qualified 

teachers or cover assistants to provide supervision. Many schools 
employ supervisors as permanent members of staff. From the evidence 
scrutinised, it appeared to us that, overall, finding cover had not proved 
to be too problematic. There were clearly issues for Welsh-medium 
schools, small schools, rural schools, and some primary schools, 
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where heads may spend up to 100 per cent of their time teaching and 
where the burden of leading and managing frequently falls on one or 
two individuals. 

 
13. The issue of who covers PPA however can be problematic. It was 

obvious to us that many heads are working extremely hard to deliver 
PPA for their staff, but that this was frequently at the expense of their 
own time for management and leadership activities. Estyn raised 
another aspect of cover provision, namely that it had evidence of a 
breakdown of behaviour following the use of relief teachers. 

 
14. We were glad to hear that newly qualified teachers were being afforded 

a lot of PPA, as this is only right and proper. We were more concerned 
to learn that there is a body of evidence – UCAC among others drew 
our attention to this - of PPA time being used for pastoral and 
mentoring activities and of generally being filled by other initiatives. We 
were appalled to learn from the WLGA that there were instances of 
there not being space, that is, accommodation, on the school estate, to 
support PPA. 

 
15. In light of this evidence, we recommend that the Welsh Assembly 

Government undertakes an urgent inquiry into current cover 
arrangements and in particular: 

• The problems experienced by small schools and 
Welsh-medium schools; 

• The implications of implementing PPA on the 
workloads of head teachers; 

• The use of relief teachers; 
• The capacity of the school estate to support PPA. 

The Government should seek to report its interim findings by the 
end of the summer term, and based on its findings, consider 
additional funding to support the implementation of ‘rarely cover’. 

 
Head teachers and senior staff   
 
16. The strength and effectiveness of the senior management team in 

schools is critical to delivering the teacher workload agreement. A 
consistent theme of our inquiry was that implementing the agreement 
had increased the workload of head teachers. Indeed, the evidence 
was unanimous in this respect. Estyn have evidence that ‘head 
teachers receive no dedicated headship time in about a quarter of 
schools’, which is worrying. The NUT told us that ‘there is little 
evidence to suggest that those in management positions have 
benefited from the Workload Agreement.’ It would appear that middle 
managers in secondary schools are given little or no management time 
at all. The NAHT stated in its written memorandum that ‘the issue of 
workload and work-life balance remain central to employment relations 
for NAHT members’.   
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17. We examined the issue of the work-life balance of heads at length and 
are concerned at the stress and ill health which may result when this is 
not managed and appraised properly. Recruitment and retention for 
leadership roles is already difficult in some areas. A large percentage 
of NAHT membership reported working between 49-59 hours per week 
during term time. Coincidentally, there was also a big rise in average 
working hours of Deputy Heads in 2008 to 58 hours. As stated above, 
figures for total hours worked by all teachers have not improved since 
2005. We recommend that the Welsh Assembly Government 
explores the advantages of employing school managers in larger 
secondary schools, to support the head and the senior 
management team and more broadly considers measures to 
reduce the hours worked by all teachers. 

 
 18. Given the weight of this evidence, we were surprised to learn that 

work-life balance was not covered in most appraisals. We recommend 
that evaluation and monitoring of work-life balance becomes an 
integral part of teacher appraisal. 

 
19. We considered the isolation of the role of a school leader and the 

support that may be provided by the Chair of Governors and by a more 
formalised mentoring network. There is much anecdotal evidence from 
which we infer that most heads welcome this support. We note 
however the ad hoc nature of this crucial working relationship and 
considered how it might be formalised in future. We recommend that 
the Welsh Assembly Government, in consultation with Governors 
Wales, issues guidance to governing bodies on the role of the 
Chair of Governors, and surveys the current use of mentoring to 
support and develop head teachers. 

 
20. Another issue that greatly concerned us was that support for heads 

from change managers had all but disappeared, which contrasts with 
the implementation of the agreement in England, where considerable 
resources are still dedicated to successfully implementing this aspect 
of the agreement. The Minister expressed her support for school 
leaders but acknowledged that the level of support from change 
managers had seen some erosion. The relevant Welsh Assembly 
Government department has a change facilitator dedicated to 
workforce remodelling. We recommend that the Welsh Assembly 
Government undertakes an immediate survey to ascertain the 
current level of support in local authorities provided by change 
managers, and where that support is found to be inadequate, 
funds a dedicated change manager to support head teachers. 

 
21. We note that the National Professional Qualification for Headship is 

due for review. ADEW believe that it is not fit for purpose. We await the 
outcome of the review with interest. 

 
The role of support staff  
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22. With the implementation of the agreement has come a large increase 
in personnel other than teachers employed by schools, none more 
crucial to delivering the agreement than classroom assistants and other 
support staff. Little or no training was provided to heads and teachers 
to manage this additional human resource asset, including the 
implication for teachers of having another adult present in the 
classroom. In our view this was a serious oversight. 
 

23. For pay purposes support staff are covered by the National Joint 
Council for Local Government Services National Agreement on Pay 
and Conditions of Service.  

 
24. We were appalled by evidence that classroom assistants had been 

treated like second class citizens on issues such as pay and conditions 
and access to training and development. We therefore welcome the 
commitment of the Welsh Assembly Government to look at the role of 
support staff, following the commitment in the One Wales document ‘to 
develop a national structure for classroom assistants’. 

 
 25. We agree with the GMB who stated in their written memorandum that, 

‘Schools and Local Education Authorities must, therefore, ensure that 
the responsibilities undertaken are mapped, properly defined, subject 
to appropriate consultation and adequately researched.’ The issue for 
us is whether the use of classroom assistants is increasing children’s 
educational outcomes, which should be considered as part of future 
research on whether the implementation of the agreement is 
succeeding in raising standards in schools. 

 
26. We recommend that as part of its commitment to develop a 

national structure for classroom assistants, the Welsh Assembly 
Government introduces measures to ensure consistent pay and 
conditions and the provision of training and development of 
classroom assistants and other support staff by hypothecated 
funding. 

 
The role of governing bodies  
 
27. The NASUWT, among others, told us that educating and informing 

governing bodies about their duties and responsibilities is paramount to 
the success of the roll out of the national agreement 

 
28. Governors Wales expressed an interest in taking on a greater role in 

the implementation of the agreement. It had already produced 
guidance on effective governing bodies and was working on guidance 
on their critical friend role.  

 
29. Governors are volunteers and we are concerned at the decline in their 

numbers. A lack of resources was cited as one reason why some 
governors were not able to carry out duties with regard to head 
teachers effectively. 
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30. As stated above we considered the role of the Chair of Governors 

carefully. We would wish this role to be formalised, especially on the 
key aspect of supporting head teachers. 

 
31. It would appear that most governors are aware of their statutory 

responsibilities but had difficulty in managing the head teacher’s work –
life balance. We recommend that the Welsh Assembly Government 
works with Governors Wales and LEAs to produce up to date and 
relevant guidance to governing bodies on their statutory 
responsibilities, including managing the work-life balance of the 
head. 

 
The role of local authorities  
 
32. This was a major theme of our inquiry. LEAs should be leading on the 

implementation and development of the agreement, but time and again 
we heard of their lack of engagement; Powys, apparently, was a 
notable exception, which was cited as best practice with regard to 
implementation and consultation. 

 
33. For their part the WLGA and ADEW told us that they met regularly with 

teacher associations to monitor implementation. We commend the 
work done in Neath Port Talbot local authority in holding an annual 
general meeting of the governors’ association. 

 
34. Many felt that LAs did not provide an adequate level of support - 

advice, guidelines and facilities management - with regard to health 
and safety. The example of schools having to display energy 
certificates from 1 October 2008 was quoted, noting that at that time 
five LEAs had not provided any support, despite it being a legal 
requirement with the burden of duty falling on the head teachers. 

 
35. We recommend that the Welsh Assembly Government undertakes 

an immediate survey to ascertain the level of support and 
guidance being provided by local education authorities in 
implementing the teacher workload agreement, and that the 
Minister for Children, Education, Lifelong Learning and Skills, 
reports her findings to the Assembly. 

 
The role of the social partnerships 
 
36. There was a fundamental contradiction in the evidence we examined 

regarding the functioning of the local social partnerships (LSPs). The 
Minister acknowledged that they may not all be working well and 
consistently, and that they needed to be rejuvenated. She provided us 
with additional information where she had written to directors of 
education on the need to refresh and relaunch the local social 
partnerships (see Annex 3).  
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37. The Minister sees the LSPs as being the drivers behind the agreement 
at local level.  We were therefore concerned that governors were not 
involved in LSPs and see this as a serious omission undermining their 
effective working. 

 
38. We recommend that the LSPs be reconfigured to include a 

proactive role for school governors. We also recommend that 
where the Minister has evidence of best practice in the operation 
of LSPs in driving forward the implementation of the agreement, 
that it be disseminated throughout Wales 

 
Future legislation 
39. As we were about to commence our inquiry, on 24 September 2008, 

the Department for Children, Schools and Families announced a 
package of reforms to strengthen standards in schools and help the 
school workforce to carry out their duties more effectively. In 
recognition that some teachers are currently not receiving their 
entitlements provided by the Workload Agreement, the UK Government 
is proposing to strengthen the law to ensure that schools implement 
these statutory provisions. There will be:  

• a new duty on governing bodies to manage their staff in accordance 
with their terms and conditions and with the School Teachers' Pay and 
Conditions Document;  

• a power to allow local authorities to issue notices to schools that are 
not complying with the statutory provisions set out in the School 
Teachers' Pay and Conditions Document; and  

• a power to enable the Secretary of State to direct a Local Authority to 
consider issuing such a notice where the school is non-compliant. 

40. The teaching unions were not unanimous in their response to this 
announcement; ADEW too had mixed views 

 
41. It is our intention to scrutinise the Minister for Children, Education, 

Lifelong Learning and Skills following publication of the Children, 
Learning and Skills Bill, which will contain the relevant statutory 
provisions. We will report our findings to the Assembly. 

 
Further work by the Committee 
 
42. When we evaluated the evidence examined during this inquiry, we 

realised that a number of issues with regard to the effective 
management and operation of schools had been considered, which 
went beyond the scope of our work on the implementation of the 
teacher workload agreement. We will therefore undertake work in 
future on issues such as the role of governing bodies, the role of 
support staff, and the impact these have on school management. 
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Summary of recommendations – to be added once final wording is 
agreed 
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ANNEXES 
 
Annex 1 – Written Memoranda 
 
National Association of Head Teachers (NAHT Cymru): 
http://www.assemblywales.org/bus-home/bus-committees/bus-committees-
third1/bus-committees-third-els-home/bus-committees-third-els-
agendas.htm?act=dis&id=98593&ds=10/2008 
 
The Association of School and College Leaders (ASCL Cymru): 
http://www.assemblywales.org/bus-home/bus-committees/bus-committees-
third1/bus-committees-third-els-home/bus-committees-third-els-
agendas.htm?act=dis&id=98597&ds=10/2008 
 
National Union of Teachers (NUT Cymru): 
http://www.assemblywales.org/bus-home/bus-committees/bus-committees-
third1/bus-committees-third-els-home/bus-committees-third-els-
agendas.htm?act=dis&id=99143&ds=10/2008 
 
NASUWT: 
http://www.assemblywales.org/bus-home/bus-committees/bus-committees-
third1/bus-committees-third-els-home/bus-committees-third-els-
agendas.htm?act=dis&id=99197&ds=10/2008 
 
Undeb Cenedlaethol Athrawon Cymru: 
http://www.assemblywales.org/bus-home/bus-committees/bus-committees-
third1/bus-committees-third-els-home/bus-committees-third-els-
agendas.htm?act=dis&id=99097&ds=10/2008 
 
ATL Cymru: 
http://www.assemblywales.org/bus-home/bus-committees/bus-committees-
third1/bus-committees-third-els-home/bus-committees-third-els-
agendas.htm?act=dis&id=99153&ds=10/2008 
 
Minister for Children, Education, Lifelong Learning and Skills: 
http://www.assemblywales.org/bus-home/bus-committees/bus-committees-
third1/bus-committees-third-els-home/bus-committees-third-els-
agendas.htm?act=dis&id=99159&ds=10/2008 
 
Welsh Local Government Association and the Association of Directors 
of Education Wales: 
http://www.assemblywales.org/bus-home/bus-committees/bus-committees-
third1/bus-committees-third-els-home/bus-committees-third-els-
agendas.htm?act=dis&id=105588&ds=11/2008 
 
Estyn: 
http://www.assemblywales.org/bus-home/bus-committees/bus-committees-
third1/bus-committees-third-els-home/bus-committees-third-els-
agendas.htm?act=dis&id=105101&ds=11/2008 
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Governors Wales: 
http://www.assemblywales.org/bus-home/bus-committees/bus-committees-
third1/bus-committees-third-els-home/bus-committees-third-els-
agendas.htm?act=dis&id=110581&ds=1/2009 
 
UNISON: 
http://www.assemblywales.org/bus-home/bus-committees/bus-committees-
third1/bus-committees-third-els-home/bus-committees-third-els-
agendas.htm?act=dis&id=110926&ds=1/2009 
 
GMB: 
http://www.assemblywales.org/bus-home/bus-committees/bus-committees-
third1/bus-committees-third-els-home/bus-committees-third-els-
agendas.htm?act=dis&id=110853&ds=1/2009 
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Annex 2 – Transcripts of proceedings 
 
Committee meeting, 1 October 2008 
http://www.assemblywales.org/bus-home/bus-committees/bus-committees-
third1/bus-committees-third-els-home/bus-committees-third-els-
agendas.htm?act=dis&id=100273&ds=10/2008 
 
Committee meeting, 19 November 2008 
http://www.assemblywales.org/bus-home/bus-committees/bus-committees-
third1/bus-committees-third-els-home/bus-committees-third-els-
agendas.htm?act=dis&id=106978&ds=11/2008 
 
Committee meeting, 15 January 2009 
http://www.assemblywales.org/bus-home/bus-committees/bus-committees-
third1/bus-committees-third-els-home/bus-committees-third-els-
agendas.htm?act=dis&id=113130&ds=1/2009 
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Annex 3 – Additional information provided by the Minister for Children, 
Education, Lifelong Learning and Skills 
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